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Wednesday, September 8, 2010
“Today I learned that what
happens in Vegas, stays on bank
accounts and Facebook.”
-Anon

Reverse
ygolohcysP
By Jeremy Moore ~ Daily Bull

When was the last time
you actually had to think to
read an article? I bet never,
but there are nay-sayers out
there that like to think that
because they have, they are
awesome. If you are one of
those people, this article is
not for you. Since you already had this experience,
let someone else think for
once. If you are still reading
this article, congratulations
you are officially awesome.
Throughout the article words
may appear different than
normal. Ekil this, and they will
get progressively tougher.
So most of this article will
be preparing your mind for
a paragraph full of sdrow
spelled sdrawkcab. Ready or
not, here it semoc!
This is the story of Namhserf,
the freshman. He was a typical dik, did well in school,
and got decent sedarg. He
played in a lot of sports and
was a pot athlete. But one
day he accidently tripped
...see Namhserf on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like rainwear in September!

New “Puppy Cannon” Proves Excellent at
Demoralizing Enemies
By Bryne Judy ~ Daily Bull

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Kentucky Fried ______!
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sources say,
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and the key to its unique success. This idea actually came from watching the
gun, unlike all previous models, is not “101 Dalmatians” movie with The Guy.
meant to strike at the enemy but rather The movie kinda sucked, man, but when
at what is most dear to them (actually it got to the point where that villain lady
being shot with this device causes little was standing over a bunch of cowerphysical damage aside from making ing puppies laughing evilly I thought to
something of a mess of the target’s myself “Dude, that is wicked. People
clothing and psyche).
would be so ripped up on the inside
if that bitch just started stepping on
We of the Bull were able to secure an those things.”
...see da-bomb on back

New Banweb. It’s like we’re in the future.
Those colors are fugly.

Sno-cones
Freshmen
Deep fryer
Peaches
Megamilk
Coitus
Ovaries
Butter
Blood of the innocent
Jelly
Pasties
Condoms
Snow Cows
Carl Blair
Gingivitis
Gingers
Chiggers
Chicklets
Beef Tips
Kentucky
Dorm Food
Immigrants
Purple Vest

4 chan
Fortune Cookies
Bed Stains
You Tube Videos
Turducken
Tampons
Justin Bieber
Community College
Hookah
iPad
Hookers and Blow
David Lynch Films
COD 4
Chicken Heads
Unicorns
Fetus
CAEK
Rather large trout
Refried beans
Beef Stroganoff
Tarvis Ecreip
The Lode
Peta

...Namhserf from front
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Wasn’t that such an inspiring story? it. Uoy nac won leef dehsilpmocca.
The dik became big and strong, and Ruoy emoclew.

Sunshine’s Searcher: Movie Trilogies
ACE VENTURA
ADDAMS Family
ALADDIN
AUSTIN POWERS
BLADE
Jason BOURNE
CASPER
CROCODILE Dundee
CUBE
DARKMAN
The DOLLARS Trilogy
EVIL DEAD
FREE WILLY
FRIDAY
Back to the FUTURE
The GODFATHER
All Dogs go to HEAVEN
The HILLS HAVE EYES
Mission: IMPOSSIBLE
JURASSIC PARK
I Know What You Did
LAST SUMMER
LEGALLY BLONDE
The LIBRARIAN
LION KING
LORD OF THE RINGS
MAD MAX
MAJOR LEAGUE
The MATRIX

The MIGHTY Ducks
MIMIC
MISSING in Action
The MUMMY
The NAKED GUN
OCEAN’S Trilogy
POLTERGEIST
PREDATOR
ROBOCOP
RUSH HOUR
SANTA Clause
SCREAM
Honey, i SHRUNK The
Kids
SPIDER-MAN
TEENAGE Mutant Ninja
Turtles
THE FLY
THUNDER in Paradise
The Brave Little
TOASTER
TOY STORY
UNDERWORLD
ZENON

*Bonus: Video
game series about
to debut its fourth
movie

Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

... da-bomb from front.
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Cutest ammunition ever. Even more fun to load it, don’cha think?
They can use
There’s really nothing like knowing you are the any kind of ammunition, too, so to

The Guy- “It was around then when Bull- “What
I said “dude we should weaponize e f f e c t d o
this”, and it just went from there.”
these things
have on
those shot
by them?”
ROCKET GRUNT/
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targets resistant to the puppy rounds
we just load them with baby kittens
or koalas or something.”
Bull- “As hard as it may be to believe
with such a perfect weapon, we’ve
heard that a few people like PETA
protested initially. Have you had any
trouble with them?”
Jim- “Not anymore. There were a few
groups of those PETA hippies holding up signs and dancing around in
front of our office at first, but a series
of well aimed shots from our babies
reduced them to sobbing wrecks real
quick. We haven’t heard from those
treehuggers since.”
Many hope the non-lethal guns will
spell a new era of war where not even
a single, precious human life is lost on
the battlefield.

Somehow I picture the toilet flush sounding like
OMNOMNOMNOM

